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I have been eagerly anticipating the release of this game. When you have kids getting together to play boardgames can
be.interesting. Now we can play Eclipse online and that is huge. Now to the game. As others have stated the UI is obviously

ported from touch. That said, they did a good job using some hotkeys to make it less "portish". I've only played against the
Peaceful (Easy) AI so far, and it is really bad. I'm hoping that the harder ones don't consistently make really bad decisions

(choosing VPs over 11 power source on the first turn of the game, ignoring my fleet taking over their planets to attack the other
player, etc.). I've only encountered one bug so far. As the Planta I was placing my second exploration and the tile disappeared.
The game would not advance, and kept prompting me to choose whether to drop influence.. I'd prefer a neutral review but im
leaning to the liking it side. I'm a big fan of the board game and this review is for people who already play the board game. Its
not the best port, its got some gimmicks and bugs but overall its not terrible. Not having the expansions sucks and changed the

game alot, looking at you plasma missles, its still worth getting. The AI isnt the most challenging but they allow you to test
strategys and help you improve your early game which is often the most vital factor in how you end up doing. 15$ is honestly a

rip off, the game is buggy and it has no additional features to the ios app which only costs 7$, but I was willing to do it because I
really enjoy the game.. I love this board game, and this program is a fairly faithful execution of it, from a mechanical

standpoint. Unfortunately, the asynchronous multiplayer is really poor, missing basically all of the features one would expect
from online board game play. It is missing all of the following basic functions that one would expect from a good online board

game: -Basic hosting features (like the ability to name your game, option for random race assignment, or the ability to kick
players) -A game journal -Out of game method of notification when it is your turn (email or otherwise) -Any player profile

metrics (play speed, games completed, win/loss, etc.) -No support for live games Additionally, it seems to disconnect you from
any/all of your games if you accidentally disconnect your profile on any of the devices onto which you've previously added it.
All of this adds up to a very slow and low-functioning asynchronus play experience; it seems impossible to finish a turn (much
less a game). Player profile metrics (with play speed and games completed, specifically) would go a long way towards resolving
this, as players could set up games for other players that had a similar preferred schedule/pace. For the devs, thronemaster.net
(for the Game of Thrones Board Game) is an excellent example of an implementation that allows for the creation of a solid

online board gaming community.. Very cool adaptation of a great boardgame. There are two quick quality of life enhancements
I would like to see though: 1. If someone owns a hex, outline it with their color, so I can better scan the board. 2. Let me zoom

out a bit, so I can better scan the board. (edit: Just found you can 2x click to zoom. I was trying to middle scroll.. Bought this as I
enjoy the tabletop game, and played a single game against the PC to see how it runs. Interface is clearly designed for tablets and

ported to PC. Very simplistic and clunky, but it works. Gameplay is pretty standard, it's based on a boardgame, and it follows
the boardgame rules, so that's what it's meant to do. Could do with a few graphical and UI updates, and I'm really missing the
expansion races, but otherwise, not a bad adaption.. I have never written a review before, but I am so frustrated. Eclipse is one

of my favorite boardgames and I was super excited to get it for PC. However, there are so many mistakes and bugs in this
implimentation that it's almost unplayable. Planta are starting with a dreadnaught instead of an interceptor. Missles guided by a
gluon computer only hit on 4 when they should hit on 3. There is no way to see what anyone else did on their last turn. The AI
(on strong) sucks badly enough that I can usually beat it anyway, but these are game breaking errors for a deep strategy game. I

wanted to play with remote friends, but it's just not ready. I'll hang on for a while in hopes of further bug fixes, but since it looks
like the last update was in September, I'm not holding my breath. I wish I could rocomment this game, but it should still be in

alpha.
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